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Introduction / Background 
Introduction / Background 

Recently a decision was made in the German Hydrographic Office to include more buoyage 
changes in the ENC than in the paper chart.  

The Federal Waterway and Shipping Authorities produce Announcements for Mariners which 
are the basis for BSH to produce NtMs. In very changeable fairways only the approach 
buoyage is published via NtM. The additional buoyage changes usually wait to be published 
with the annual NE of the chart. 

To organize the survey and other works in these areas better the Authorities asked BSH 
about the possibility to publish all the information of the above Announcements as ENC 
updates. 

 

Analysis / Discussion 

B-600 Chart Maintenance says that “the ENC may contain information which needs updating, 
which is not included in the paper chart.” The following is a good example: 

The Announcement for Mariner includes detailed information: 



 

 

Usually only the change of the approach buoy is published via NtM: 

 

The additional buoyage changes are only included in the next NE of paper and 
electronic chart. 

Chart before NtM:      



 

Chart with NtM included: 

 

 

Updated ENC (current solution): 



 

 

In future all the buoys change according to the above Announcement, e.g. buoy A3 
will be deleted. 

 

Conclusions 

By including the above information the quality and use of ENC can be improved. 

The paper chart still has the warning note about changeable areas: 

 

 

The only workflow change in the office refers to the immediate project forwarding from the 
base data management to the ENC production.  

 

Recommendations 

The demonstrated way could also be a worth solution for other HOs. Remarks are 
welcomed.  

In the future BSH plans to reduce the depth depiction in INT charts below 5 metres as there 
is no deep going international shipping. The ENC will still keep all the data. For the 
navigation through these shallow waters national paper charts are available. 

 

Justification and Impacts 

It happens that the soundings in the area of buoyage change do not correspond any more to 



the buoyage, e.g. it seems to be too shallow to navigate through. This could happen in the 
time when the survey data which led to the buoyage change did not reach BSH. 

But this compromise is well considered by the Authorities as they need the correct buoyage 
coordinates for their work. 

 

Action required of NCWG 

The NCWG is invited to note and discuss this solution.  

If an example for inclusion in B-600 is wished BSH could provide it. 

 

 


